ABSTRACT An improved tentacle-based bank-angle transient method that requires less computation and provides effective feedback is proposed to offer a new choice for reentry gliding hypersonic vehicle maneuvering guidance. The longitudinal guidance strategy of hypersonic vehicles is applied to track standard trajectories, and the improved tentacle-based bank angle transient lateral strategy avoids static or dynamic no-fly zones. The proposed lateral strategy generates three tentacles for detection, addresses numerical heading angle limitations or no-fly zone constraints, and provides control commands through a time-counting filter. Dispersed cases are verified for static no-fly zones, and a warning area is proposed to avoid dynamic no-fly zones. For dynamic no-fly zones, the velocity and initial position of the no-fly zone are discussed in terms of the impact on the guidance. Finally, the guidance strategy is tested on a high-performance Common Aero Vehicle model in many flights, and all results for the constraints and computation time indicate that the improved tentacle-based guidance method is effective for avoiding no-fly zones where some information is unknown.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, guidance studies on the reentry of hypersonic vehicles have been extensively conducted to develop the aerospace industry among the world's great powers [1] - [11] . During the reentry of a hypersonic vehicle, multiple constraints must be satisfied. In a previous study, guidance generally considered two types of constraints: path constraints and position-restriction constraints.
Path constraints include the heating rate, the aerodynamic load, and the dynamic pressure. The design of off-line trajectory optimization has been applied these constraints and many achievements have been obtained, and there is an irreversible trend from off-line computing to online computing for trajectory optimization [12] - [16] . The pseudo-spectral method is representative of methods applied in off-line trajectory optimization, with adaptive meshes increasing the convergence The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Jianyong Yao. rate of the results, calculating relatively precise discrete results off-line [13] , [14] . In many experiments, the more accurate the trajectory is, the longer the calculation time is, which cannot meet the requirements of online application.
To apply a precise track to the standard trajectory online, profiles such as drag-energy, drag-speed, and altitude-speed have been proposed [17] - [19] . Later, the velocity-altitudeazimuth profile method was proposed and applied to achieve a controllable and reachable flight corridor [20] . The main purpose of these methods is tracking, but with new constraints added, such as no-fly zones and waypoint constraints, they lose their online applicability.
The second type of constraint is the position-restriction constraint in the form of longitude and latitude, such as waypoints and no-fly zones. A waypoint is a condition constraint that the vehicle must go through in the flight process, whereas the no-fly zone is an area that the vehicle cannot enter; waypoints can also be used to avoid no-fly zones [21] , [22] . By identifying the shape of the no-fly zone, the waypoints are studied and designed, and the trajectory optimization results of the segments are obtained quickly if the whole trajectory has been divided by the waypoints from the first. Therefore, most of the current research studies the trajectory optimization algorithm in the case of no-fly zones or waypoints with absolutely known information [21] . A nofly zone usually has information including shape, velocity, and position. However, the velocity of a no-fly zone is usually considered as zero, but if the vehicle faces the no-fly zone with unknown information or with information that changes during the flight, such a method will be no longer applicable to the vehicle maneuvering guidance.
A tentacle-based method is a new way to solve the online trajectory calculation when the constraints are complicated. After studying the tentacle feedback mechanism of insect biology, it is proposed to use fewer ''tentacles'' to detect the situation in the unknown area ahead and to get feedback, and then provide control commands [23] - [25] . The tentacle-based method was first proposed in research on the path-planning of mobile robots, where the tentacles are the possible movement direction of the robot. A maneuvering guidance strategy based on two tentacles is applied in hypersonic vehicles [26] , where two tentacles are continuously generated forward to obtain feedback and to implement reversal control of the bank angle to avoid the no-fly zone without specific information. However, this method is not mature for three reasons. First, this method lacks forward path detection, and thus the vehicle always turns left or right to avoid all constraints through the method of threat evaluation, even when the vehicle is flying without any obstacles ahead. The bank angle makes the vehicle sway from side to side but there is no rationale for doing so, which increases the complexity of guidance and flight distance. Second, in the feedback from the tentacles, empirical data is used for the heading angle constraint; however, empirical data may not be suitable for other vehicles or other situations, and thus it is not universally applicable. Third, research on the tentacle-based method has not been carried out in situations of dynamic no-fly zones. In fact, the shape of a no-fly zone changes and is more likely to be composed of multiple small areas to form a composite area, and the method is not suitable for this situation. Seeing that the detection distance of a mobile robot is relatively short, so that many tentacles can be generated. However, a hypersonic gliding vehicle could not have many detection tentacles, which significantly increases both the detection time and the complexity of the control system, because the number of tentacles is the same as the types of lateral guidance control command.
In this paper, a bank angle transient guidance strategy based on improved tentacle detection is proposed. The vehicle generates tentacles with left, middle, and right directions, and the feedback of each tentacle is limited by five cases, namely, time constraint, path constraints, no-fly zone constraint, heading angle constraint, and stop condition. In the design of the lateral guidance, only three bank angles are adopted to avoid no-fly zones in the lateral guidance, whereas a linear quadratic regulator algorithm is adopted to track the velocity and position of the original standard trajectory in the longitudinal guidance. The improved tentacle-based method guidance strategy described in this paper is also a model predictive control (MPC) approach [27] , which has three advantages. First, the tentacle detection of the forward path is added, and a time-counting filter is adopted to reduce the transverse of the bank angle, which gives more non-maneuvering flight time and reduces the airframe load. Second, the computed heading angle constraint is proposed to reduce the dependence on empirical data for other vehicles. Third, the influence of the initial position and velocity of the dynamic no-fly zone on the maneuvering guidance strategy is studied, which has never been explored. The effectiveness of the guidance strategy is verified on a high-performance common aero vehicle (CAV-H) by different missions with static and dynamic no-fly zones.
II. REENTRY MODELING A. DYNAMICS MODELING FOR HYPERSONIC GLIDE VEHICLE REENTRY
The three-dimensional point-mass dynamics of an entry vehicle over a rotating spherical Earth are given by [28] . To simplify the model, the rotational angular velocity of the earth is ignored and the formulas are as follows:
where r is the radial distance from the center of the Earth to the vehicle, V is the Earth-relative velocity, γ is the flight-path angle, θ is the longitude, ϕ is the latitude, ψ is the velocity heading angle, and σ is the bank angle. The terms D and L are the aerodynamic drag and lift forces, respectively, which are 
B. TRAJECTORY CONSTRAINTS
Typical reentry trajectory inequality constraints include heating rate, aerodynamic load, and dynamic pressure, as shown in formulas (7), (8) , and (9) [29] :
where Q max , n max , andq max are maximum limits for these constraints, respectively. Formula (7) is the heating rate constraint at a specified point on the surface of the vehicle, with Apart from the typical inequality constraints and terminal constraints mentioned above, no-fly zones need to be considered in many missions. For a general case, the no-fly zone constraint is expressed as
where n is the number of no-fly zones and the distance S i N (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is measured from the vehicle to the nearest boundary of the ith zone, as shown in Fig. 1 . There are static and dynamic no-fly zones in fact, and the dynamic ones are usually smaller than the static ones. 
C. NUMERICAL HEADING ANGLE CONSTRAINT
To detect the situation ahead, the vehicle needs to predict a few trajectories, which are called tentacles. The tentacles should be stopped by some conditions, such as no-fly zone constraints and time constraints. In addition to these constraints, the heading angle constraint can limit the tentacles from making excessive turns. The heading angle constraint is related to the velocity of the vehicle in many experiments; for example, [26] provides a set of empirical data as shown in Fig. 2 . Such empirical data is feasible for some no-fly zones, but they are not universally applicable for other vehicles. Therefore, a computed method is needed to give the constraint of heading angle.
First, to get the relationship between the velocity of the vehicle and heading angle constraint, a maximum turn trajectory is computed as shown in Fig. 3 . The heading angle error i is the inner angle between the direction of the velocity and the direction from the real-time position of the vehicle (θ i , φ i ) to the terminal point C (θ C , φ C ). Second, i is computed by:
where the [ψ i , θ i , φ i ] is the heading angle, longitude, and latitude, respectively, of the ith point, such as the points
Finally, the difference between the computed and experience-based methods is shown as a solid line and dotted lines in Fig. 2 . When the velocity is more than 4, 000 m/s, the computed method gives the vehicle more opportunities to turn with a larger bank angle to avoid obstacles. When the velocity is less than 4, 000 m/s, the results are roughly the same. Therefore, the computed method will be more practical for the maneuvering guidance of vehicle.
III. BANK ANGLE TRANSIENT GUIDANCE STRATEGY BASED ON IMPROVED TENTACLE DETECTION A. BASIC GUIDANCE STRATEGY WITH WAYPOINTS
For trajectory tracking, the guidance strategy is divided into the longitudinal guidance strategy and the lateral guidance strategy. The longitudinal one is designed by the linear quadratic regulator(LQR) on the basis of waypoints. That is, the actual state at the (i + 1)th moment is determined by the actual state and the standard original state with a given bank angle at the ith moment. However, because the waypoints of standard trajectory are usually discrete and the intervals between them are random, these waypoints should be linearized to the state Y i through the ground distance d gi of longitude and latitude to be compared with the real trajectory state X i at the ith moment because the ground distance is always monotonic. Generally, d gi is simplified as the longitude when the latitude changes slightly in the original trajectory. Therefore, the state of the waypoint of each moment can be obtained by linearization of the states of the closer original waypoint as formula (12) . (12) As shown in Fig. 4 ,
is the linearized state at the ith ground distance, whereas Y i0 and Y i1 are the original states at two moments before and after, respectively, the ith ground distance, and d gi0 and d gi1 are their ground distances, respectively. Furthermore, the control commands of the original trajectory should be also linearized to calculate α i . The term X i is the actual state calculated from the (i − 1)th moment, and the longitudinal guidance strategy is given by [30] , [31] :
where α i is an adjustment for the angle of attack along the standard trajectory and (X i − Y i ) is the difference between the actual trajectory and the standard linearized one, whereas the bank angle σ i should be updated by the lateral guidance during the flight. The term K (s) is determined off-line by the LQR method and computed onboard to track the linearized waypoints of the standard trajectory. Note that the state of waypoints only consists of [r, V , θ] in formula (13) because the other states of trajectory might be adjusted in the lateral movement [31] . After α i is obtained from the standard one and α i , the actual state at the (i + 1)th moment can be obtained and the algorithm goes on. During the flight, there might be some no-fly zones in front of the vehicle, and the lateral guidance would consider the detected feedback after every update time T lat , which might be more or less. Let T lon be the update time between the two moments of actual states and the update time of the longitudinal guidance strategy [26] . That is, the relationship of update times at ith moment is set as follows:
where σ i and σ i+1 are the bank angles of the ith and (i + 1)th moments and parameter k determines the update frequency relationship between the two guidance strategies. When T lat is larger than T lon , the update frequency of the lateral guidance strategy is less than that of the longitudinal guidance strategy. Otherwise, the two guidance strategies are updated with the same frequency. Note that k = 1 is allowed as well when σ i = σ i+1 to increase the detection effect of the lateral guidance.
B. TENTACLES PREDICTION
For the constraint of no-fly zone, the tentacles are generated by numerical integration, and it is necessary to get precise feedback and generate a prediction efficiently. The states of the tentacles are propagated numerically by formulas (1-6), whereas the constant changes of r and γ are considered [32] , [33] , which increases the accuracy of trajectory detection and the flight becomes more realistic. These tentacles have three directions-right, left, and middle-representing positive, negative, and zero bank angles, respectively. That is, each of the three tentacles' trajectories are controlled by a constant bank angle. For each of the tentacles, the angle of attack is designed by longitudinal guidance strategy.
First, as shown in Fig. 5 , whatever two or three tentacles generated at the point, the effect and the feedback are the same at points such as point O, because the middle and right tentacles meet the no-fly zone, and thus only the left one can be generated. It is obvious that two tentacles cannot give good feedback when the vehicle flies into points like the AB section, which makes reversal of the bank angle inconvenient. The two tentacles described in [26] would make vehicle swing left and right during flight. In sections such as AB, the middle tentacle could finish the generation and make the vehicle go through the terminal place, which would be more effective in cases where the vehicle is caught in the middle. The start of the generation of each tentacle is the moment i, where t = i − T lat is the present time and T lat is the internal of updating the bank angle. After some improvement of [26] , the break conditions are as follows:
Condition 1: t ≥ t max , which means that the flight time t exceeds its maximum limit; VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Three tentacles at different points.
Condition 2:
The heating rate, aerodynamic load and dynamic pressure are bigger than their maximum limits;
, which means that the vehicle has entered the ith no-fly zone;
Condition 4:
, which means that the velocity heading angle has deviated too much to make vehicle loss target at the ith moment.
Condition 5: The vehicle reaches the terminal place. Among them, conditions 1-4 are restrictive conditions, where the vehicle should avoid flying to the end of these three types of ''tentacles.'' The last termination condition is a permissive condition, and the vehicle should preferentially choose such a ''tentacle'' to fly. The no-fly zone termination condition is the most restrictive condition, and the time termination condition is less likely to choose; thus, the ''tentacle'' selection priority Ka corresponding to the termination condition is designed as [2, 2, 10, 5, 1] for conditions 1-5. The termination condition priority Ka will be used to calculate the total bank angle priority and to choose the bank angle at every moment.
C. LATERAL GUIDANCE METHOD BASED ON BANK ANGLE TRANSIENTS
Lateral guidance gives bank angle commands to the control system of a vehicle, whereas the bank angle should be chosen by the priority calculation and be filtered by the time counting filter.
First, this study designed three tentacles for detection, so there are three options for bank angle in the lateral guidance strategy. Here are the formulas for calculating the priority and the getting the value of symbolic function sgn(σ ) at ith moment:
where σ max is the maximum bank angle, and the left, middle, and right tentacles correspond to −1, 0, and 1, respectively, of the symbolic function sgn (σ ). The assignment of the symbolic function is determined by the total priority K j of the feedback of the tentacle. The total priority K j is determined by the termination condition priority Ka j and the distance priority Kb j decided by the distances between the end points of the tentacles and the end point. The smaller the distance is, the closer the end position of the tentacle is to the terminal area, the more possible it is that the tentacle would be selected. That is, according to the distance, the three levels are designated separately {1.1, 1.0, 0.9}. The larger the priority K j is in formula (16) , the more representative of the tentacles should be selected as the guidance command for the next moment. Second, to solve the problem of the vehicle being subjected to a high-frequency change or large oscillation in bank angle when the control system cannot complete such changes due to the priority oscillation variation, the lateral guidance method adopts a time-counting filter after the priority calculating. The result σ i calculated by the bank angle symbol function at the ith moment enters the time-counting filter. The filter saves the value and judges as follows:
where A c is the bank angle of consecutive moments during T s , T s is the number of cumulative moments, σ r is the final output at the ith moment, and the coefficient k σ is one-third of T s . When the moment is less than the (T s + 1)th moment, the time-counting filter is not deployed because the bank angle is chosen as the angle at the first moment.
D. WARNING-AREA MODELING FOR DYNAMIC NO-FLY ZONES
When the vehicle is facing a dynamic no-fly zone, if the vehicle views the dynamic no-fly zone as a static zone, the vehicle will not calculate the influence of the velocity in the no-fly zone during the flight. When the vehicle is approaching the dynamic no-fly zone where the no-fly zone is moving toward the vehicle, the vehicle will crash it into if the no-fly zone catches the vehicle, even though the vehicle successfully chooses to avoid the ''static'' no-fly zone before the crash. Therefore, the vehicle needs to detect some movement information of the no-fly zone using its tentacles as much as possible. However, the tentacles can only touch the no-fly points at the end, and the specific shape and velocity of the no-fly zone cannot be known by any of the tentacles.
First, the judgment of the static and the dynamic no-fly zone can be detected by the six tentacle detection lines of the previous and current prediction; that is, the tentacles generated at the ith moment and the (i + 1)th moment, as shown in Fig. 6 . When any of the previous tentacles generated at the ith moment encounter the no-fly zone again at the (i + 1)th moment, it is concluded that the no-fly zone has moved. As shown in Fig. 6 , when the time is at the ith moment, the left tentacle of the vehicle encounters the no-fly zone at point A, and at the next moment, the new tentacle of the same direction encounters the dynamic no-fly zone at point C after the movement of the no-fly zone, and the previous tentacle meets the moved no-fly zone at point B. Owing to the left tentacle generated at the ith moment meets the no-fly zone at two points, this no-fly zone detected by the left tentacle is judged to be a dynamic no-fly zone. Secondly, a warning area radiating from point C is put forward because the direction of V N and the radius of the dynamic no-fly zone is unknown. When the vehicle avoids a static no-fly zone, the vehicle usually chooses the better trajectory through the edge of the static no-fly zone that is blocking its original trajectory. However, the dynamic no-fly zone may move toward the vehicle as vehicle approaches the zone. If two of the three tentacles of the vehicle have encountered the no-fly zone as shown in Fig.7(a) , whether this zone is static or dynamic, the vehicle will choose another tentacle without a no-fly zone according to the priority calculation. As shown in Fig.7(b) , if only one tentacle meets the dynamic no-fly zone, the vehicle should start avoidance at that moment. In this case, the control system adjusts σ to the maximum, and the vehicle should choose the tentacle in either the left or the right direction to avoid the no-fly zone until it is no longer detected. Considering the real-time point C detected in the no-fly zone as the center and a gradual increase in the radius R C , the warning area expands. Until the second of the three tentacles meets in the warning area, the vehicle would choose another tentacle without meeting a no-fly zone or warning area. As shown in Fig. 7 , the vehicle should fly to point P through the distance s CAV before the dynamic no-fly zone moves over the distance d NFZ . If the initial position of the dynamic no-fly zone is close enough or its velocity is fast enough, it is difficult for the vehicle to avoid it.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The CAV-H model is used to verify the improved tentacle-based guidance strategy, whose dry weight and reference are 907.2 kg and 0.484 m 2 , respectively. The database of the lift coefficients, the drag coefficients, and the lift-todrag ratio can be found in [34] . As the CAV-H achieves its maximum lift-to-drag ratio with the angle of attack being 10 deg, the standard trajectory is designed with the attack angle ranging from 10 deg to 15 deg. The main parameters used in the testing are listed in Table 1 : In Table 1 , the dispersions for the initial condition are given in the third column. The path constraints are Q max = 4 MW/m 2 , n max = 2.5 g, andq max = 60 kPa. The maximum flight time is t max = 3000 s, with the guidance cycle update time T lon = T lat = 1 s. The data and the standard trajectory are used to do conventional and discrete simulations under static no-fly zones and dynamic no-fly zones according to the algorithm flowchart shown in Fig.8 .
Five missions are considered in this study to verify the effectiveness of the improved strategy and the advantages compared with the method in [26] . Missions 1 and 2 are single no-fly zones, such as circular and rectangular no-fly zones. Missions 3 and 4 are complex multiple no-fly zones, such that the CAV-H can only fly through the narrow channels. Furthermore, mission 5 has a dynamic no-fly zone, which increases the difficulty of guidance. Furthermore, dispersed cases are verified for four static missions, and the influence of initial position and velocity of dynamic no-fly zones are discussed. Last, the path constraints and computational performance of all trajectories are verified.
A. STATIC NO-FLY ZONE CASES
The guidance method is verified first in missions 1-4 in the conventional cases of static no-fly zones. They are circular, rectangular, double rectangular, and sinusoidal channel no-fly zones. The vehicles' tracks with no-fly zones are showed in Figs. 9-12. In these figures, the red solid trajectories are the ones made by the improved maneuvering guidance strategy with three tentacles in every guidance update cycle, and the blue dotted ones are the tentacles drawn every 100 s. The blue solid trajectories are the results from [26] , made by the bank angle reversal strategy model based on double-tentacle detection. The black solid trajectories are figured using the GPOPS II toolkit. For example, mission 1 shows a vehicle that flies to the terminal place with a circular no-fly zone constraint. Early in the flight, the middle tentacle touched the no-fly zone constraint and stop itself, whereas the other tentacles meet the other constraints and the two side tentacles are axially symmetric. As the vehicle flies ahead, the left tentacle meets the no-fly zone earlier than right tentacle, and this time the right one is selected. Then, during the middle period time, the left and middle tentacles meet the no-fly zones until the middle tentacle flies out of the no-fly zone. Next, the three tentacles of the vehicle break themselves just because of the constraints without a no-fly zone, whereas the left tentacle has closer break points from the end place. Finally, after a short flight to the left, the vehicle will head toward the end zone and will no longer maneuver left and right without a no-fly zone.
Figs. 13-16 show guidance commands for missions 1-4. The time-counting filter plays an important role in reducing control command oscillations in missions 1-3, whereas mission 4 does not need the filter. In missions 1-4, when there is nothing in front of the vehicle, the method used in [26] results in more bank reverse flying to the target. The advantages of three tentacles in the current study are more obvious in mission 3. Note that the guidance method is not applicable to some kinds of no-fly zones when the three tentacles meet no-fly zones all along the flight, such as in a particularly narrow passageway or when there are big obstacles beyond the maneuverability of the vehicle.
B. DISPERSED CASES FOR STATIC NO-FLY ZONE
To verify the robustness of the guidance strategy, dispersions of the initial conditions and some parameters are considered. The dispersions of the initial state are summarized in Table 1 , and three times the standard deviation for dispersions of the lift coefficient, the drag coefficient, the aerodynamics density, and the vehicle mass are 5%, 5%, 15%, and 5%, respectively, with respect to their reference values. Particularly, the dispersions of the initial latitude and heading angle are more than the dispersions in [26] . The simulations are conducted for missions 1-4 by the Monte Carlo method under these dispersions and 1,000 trajectories are conducted in each mission.
The ground tracks of dispersed cases for mission 1-4 are the blue solid trajectories shown in Figs. 17-20 , and the starting points of the ground tracks exhibit significant dispersion. 
C. SIMULATION FOR DYNAMIC NO-FLY ZONES CASES
This section describes the feasibility of the guidance strategy for cases of dynamic no-fly zones. In this study, it is assumed that the speed in the no-fly zone still points toward the vehicle during the flight to make avoidance by the vehicle more difficult. In mission 5, the radius of no-fly zone is 1. velocities of dynamic no-fly zones, the simulation of three groups of control variables is carried out.
First, ten cases with linearly selected initial positions of no-fly zones are considered and these cases have the same velocity, 0.0075 deg/s, whereas the distances to the centers of the dynamic no-fly zones are shown in Fig. 22 . With the distance between the no-fly zone and the starting point of the vehicle gradually increasing at the initial moment, the minimum value of ten curves only gradually increases from the left. The gradient colored lines plotted in Fig. 22 shows that the closer the vehicle is to the initial position of a dynamic no-fly zone, the harder it is to avoid the no-fly zone. If the initial position of the no-fly zone is further than 64 deg, the minimum distance from the vehicle to the center of the no-fly zone would be basically invariant, and the different initial positions has no effect on the avoidance.
Secondly, 10 cases with linearly selected velocities of no-fly zones are considered, and these cases have the same initial position of [60, 0] in longitude and latitude plane. The results shown in Fig. 23 demonstrate that the faster the no-fly zone is, the harder it is for the vehicle to avoid the no-fly zone. In Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 , each of the twenty distance results between the vehicle and the no-fly zone decreases to the minimum at first and then increases, which shows that vehicle is in the process of avoiding the no-fly zone when the no-fly zone is closer to the nearest distance; the vehicle gradually escapes.
Finally, the dual effects of different speeds and different initial positions of dynamic no-fly zones are considered by combining 100 linearly selected initial positions and 10 linearly selected speeds into 1000 experiments for simulation, and the results are shown in Fig. 24 . The simulation results in Fig. 24 show that the linearly selected initial positions have an effect when the distance between the vehicle and the no-fly zone is less than about 31 deg. However, the different velocities have a significant impact on the avoidance. Only when the velocity is less than 0.075 deg/s would the vehicle have an opportunity to avoid the dynamic no-fly zone.
D. PATH CONSTRAINTS AND COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Model validity and path constraint satisfaction are confirmed as shown in Figs. 25-32 . The path constraints include dynamic pressure, aerodynamic load, and heating rate, which the bank angle transient strategy based on the improved tentacle-detection method can still ensure the flight of the vehicle to meet these path constraints in the process of guidance, demonstrating that the vehicle can effectively track the standard trajectory in the discrete Monte-Carlo experiments. In theory, this improved tentacle-based method will not consume too much time [26] . The calculation performance of the method can be measured by the maximum, minimum, and average values of the calculation time of all the guidance periods in the different tasks. The simulation of the method was done on a mobile computer (CPU: 2.6GHz) using MAT-LAB software. Fig. 30 shows the calculation time in each detection cycle for missions 1-5. The method consumes more time at first, but the consuming time decreases in subsequent missions. Most of tentacles at the beginning are longer than those generated later. Therefore, the closer the vehicle is to the no-fly zone, the shorter the tentacles are and the less the detection time is. The detection time is calculated and recorded in every cycle with the moment of the cycle, and the maximum and minimum detection times are found, whereas their moments in the flight are recorded separately. As for the average detection time, calculated after the whole flight, the moment is found in the flight when the detection time is the closest to average detection time; the moment is then recorded. The moments above are the X coordinate in Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 . As shown in the two figures, the maximum computation times are less than 0.15 s, so the minimum computation time is in milliseconds and the average computation time is on the order of 10 −2 s. All these results show that this improved tentacle-based guidance strategy can be used online in the maneuvering guidance.
V. CONCLUSION
A bank angle transient guidance strategy based on improved tentacles is proposed for the reentry of hypersonic vehicles to avoid no-fly zones. Compared to the guidance strategy in the cases of no-fly zones with prior known information, this strategy is not dependent on the all the information of the no-fly zone; it is only dependent on the three detection tentacles' feedback to give control commands, and the results show that the method has a good applicability for both static and dynamic no-fly zones. In the guidance process, the heading angle constraint and the warning area of the dynamic no-fly zone are put forward, which improves the maneuvering of the vehicle to avoid different types of no-fly zones. In addition, only three tentacles are generated in each guidance cycle, which ensures the rapidity of calculation. Further, regarding the control commands of the vehicle, there are only three control commands for lateral maneuver guidance with less variation times conducted by time-counting filter. Finally, if the information of the dynamic no-fly zone could be effectively identified through reinforcement learning, the avoidance of the vehicle will be better. Such improvement will be considered in further studies.
